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# Hardcover: 592 pages

# Publisher: W.W. Norton & Co.; Fifth Edition edition (March 17, 1987)

# Language: English

# ISBN-10: 0393954803

# ISBN-13: 978-0393954807

# Product Dimensions: 9.2 x 7.3 x 1.5 inches     





Product Description

This is the definitive book on harmony. The subject is treated in an easy to understand way to provide the student with a fully comprehensive text book on harmony.



This review is from: Harmony: Fifth Edition (Hardcover)

I\'m hearing a lot of politics and bad music school flashbacks from some of these reviews of Piston\'s Harmony, but I think the book\'s usefulness depends on what you\'re looking to learn. When I first came across the book (late 70\'s, early 80\'s) I was more interested in composition than performing or analysing existing music. Piston\'s Harmony teaches by demonstrating snapshots of particular harmonic practices from more or less standard classical pieces. These illustrations are then combined with variations on figured bass or melody harmonization exercises. For what I was interested in at the time, this approach left little room for creativity. A composer-friend suggested Schoenberg\'s Theory of Harmmony, which approaches harmony from the standpoint of a beginning composer learning the craft of connecting chords and gradually mastering the material by composing his own chord progressions. There are no illustrations of existing pieces and no \"half-filled in\" exercises to complete. Sure, there are also pages of Schoenberg\'s rants and diatribes to wade through (what a blogger he would have made!), but this approach made sense to me and I was on my way.



So why four stars for Piston? Well, years later as a player and lifelong student, I became more interested in understanding existing tonal music. I came back to Piston and discovered that I was now more familiar with many of the examples and could better appreciate the harmonic effects as one aspect in the overall context of the whole piece of music. For myself, the written exercises still have limited value, although I feel better prepared for them and, as Schoenberg himself might have said, worked on seriously they won\'t do anyone harm.  
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    if they can be unpacked. Often some thirth party added a virus to the 
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    can cause keygens, patches, cracks etc being added to their virus-database.



07- Firewalls which are set to automatically decide for connections will allow 

    connections for lots of apps & MALWARE!. To avoid so firewalls should be set 

    to decide yourself which connection to allow or not.



08- Clicking on unknown links can coz malware being silently installed on a pc!



09- Usually (new) torrents with extreme many downloads & seeders in a short time 

    are very suspicious! Torrents with a SKULL-logo are trusted.



10- Some (frustrated) people use multiple accounts and post lots of FAKE comments 

    and/or files trying to spread confusion. Usually they NEVER seriously reply 

    on comments and don\'t have any torrent, or to look reliable just a few.



11- In general often there are more fake & negative comments than reliable & 

    positive comments.



12- In some countries uploading/downloading copyright-protected material is 

    forbidden, but showing some appreciation to reliable uploaders is not.



13- Posting FAKE comments & uploads on TPB can result in getting banned from TPB!





For reporting bad or suspicious torrents:   
http://forum.suprbay.org/forumdisplay.php?fid=29



For visiting \"TPB\'s Most Ridiculous Comments\":   
http://forum.suprbay.org/showthread.php?tid=24699



For visiting my account*:   
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1- Avast! Antivirus AV Pro     

2- Kaspersky AV Pro  
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# Fuck the rest.



All Keygens and Patches scanned with http://www.virustotal.com/ where I make a 

evaluative decision if it is worth while or not. *Rolls eyes*



Also scanned with SpyBot S&D. I trust no other paid developers who make it their 

living to scare monger you!
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Leave feedback and comments for others.  



Do not complain about speed or seeders. That is just pathetic. You will be ignored. 
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